Summer finally takes over in our neck of the woods, our dear brothers and sisters! We praise the Lord for your faithful prayers and financial support. Our Lord answered in so many ways!

First of all, Ukrainian provinces are all in the “green zone” now which means Covid cases are rapidly going down. They do not limit the numbers of the attendants now and there is no social distancing; however we still have to wear masks in the public buildings and transportation.

Some of those fearful people who stayed home most of the time now are showing up at the services. It is also a hallelujah point!

The video projector was purchased (we appreciate the gift that was made towards it) and now it is used in the worship services. Our Lord also gave us an opportunity to purchase the laptop along with the projector!

Thank you for your prayers related to evangelism! One of the brightest events of this spring was a one day mission trip to Tuchne village (about 30 miles west of Sumy). Our international team played soccer there against the local team. The community has 375 people living there (160 of them are school kids). The church has only 5 members and about 15 kids in the Sunday School. It was a great game! Our team won 6:3.

After the game there was an opportunity to sing some songs in English, Ukrainian and Russian and to share Good News. It was a great time of fellowship.

Prayer points!

Pray that the Lord would grow our support base in order that we could broaden the ministry in which He has placed us. There are many things on our hearts that we would like to do to reach out more with the Good News of Christ and His redemption.

We also recently replaced our old vehicle and we still need $1,000 to finish paying for it. We appreciate financial support in this area as well as in any other.

If you would like to help fund our ministry or assist us with the expense of our vehicle you can send your support to:

World Reach
P.O. Box 26155
Birmingham, Alabama 35260

Just note that it is for the Bulyhin's.
We handed out some Christian literature as well. We also shared a meal – rice and meat!

That is when we realized that some students who joined our international group for the game were Muslims and did not eat pork! How about Muslims playing for Jesus?

The head of the community really appreciated our visit. We still get lots of good reports as well as invitations to visit them again. That trip boosted church attendance to about 20 people. More kids are in the Sunday School now. Young adults now want a camp there!

I am not sure if camp is a reality for us since we already planned July 8-15 as a tent camp time with our FBC Sumy. It takes lots of human resources and finances. You can do only so much!

For this summer we already have 50+ kids that signed up. Prayers needed for: weather, safety, finances, and most importantly, for the hearts of the kids and the staff of course!

We also planned a baptismal service for July 4. A young man who is deaf and a young woman from our FBC want to come into the covenant relationship with the Lord!

Pray for God’s guidance for us in the next three months. There are many new ideas taking shape!
Also pray for our daughter Oksana. She has her final exam for this year and it is not easy.

Thank you very much for your partnership in serving our Risen Lord! May He bless you abundantly!

In the Fellowship of the Gospel

Andrew, Luba, & Oksana

Andrew, Luba and Oksana Bulyhin.